
 

 

Thank you for your purchase of the Zergotech Freedom keyboard. We invite you to help us 

in our continued research and development of ergonomic innovation by completing this 

research questionnaire. Our research is part of our application for the Australian 

Government’s Research and Development Tax Offset grant with the goal to improve the 

health of many typing related RSI sufferers worldwide.  

$10USD will be refunded from your purchase for completion of this questionnaire. Please 

submit the completed form to admin@zergotech.com with your name and keyboard serial 

number to receive your refund. 

Your help is greatly appreciated! 

Date: 

Assessor name: 

Keyboard Serial Number: 

Improved symmetry of work. Three of the most commonly used keys – Enter, 

Backspace, Delete – have been relocated from the right most column of the 

keyboard to the left most column. Please comment on the effectiveness of this 

feature on any improvement on keyboard ergonomics: 
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Symmetry of reach. The key layouts are such that only the top half of the keyboard 

has been vertically aligned. With standard keyboards, the top rows are not 

symmetrically offset to the home row. This creates an under-reach with left fingers, 

and over-reach with right fingers. The bottom row is unchanged as it is already 

symmetrically offset to the home row. Please comment on the effectiveness of this 

feature on any improvement on keyboard ergonomics: 

 

 

 

The Freedom has three integrated key layouts. The default character layer, the function 

layer, and the num layer. The function layer activates the navigation keys and some of the 

most frequently used keyboard shortcuts. The num layer activates the standard numerical 

numpad.  

Ease of reach. By integrating the navigation keys and numpad, the Freedom 

keyboard is now shorter than standard keyboards allowing the forearms to be more 

aligned, and the mouse closer to the body. Please comment on the effectiveness of 

this feature on any improvement on  keyboard ergonomics: 
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The Freedom can be positioned in four different angles:  

• The default position 5 degree tenting 

• A tented position with 12 degree tenting 

• An inclined position with 5.5 degree incline and maintaining the 5 degree 

default tenting 

• A declined position with 3 degree decline and maintaining the 5 degree 

default tenting 

Accommodation for users. The Freedom employs multiple position to accommodate 

the many different positions and preferences of users. Please comment on the 

effectiveness of this feature on any improvement on keyboard ergonomics: 
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The Freedom main and most effective features are the patented sliding palm rests. The palm 

rests are designed to allow your hands to hover around the keyboard eliminating vertical 

reach, horizontal deviations, and wrist extension. These positions are perhaps the biggest 

cause of wrist and typing related pain. Users who place their palms on the desk while typing, 

or who use a fixed palm rest, will find their hands in these awkward positions.  

Please comment on the effectiveness of this feature on any improvement on  keyboard 

ergonomics: 

Vertical Reach 

 

 

Horizontal Deviations 

 

 

Wrist Extension 
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The Freedom has on-board key programming features. The programming is performed by 

using on-board macros with no need for extra software.  This allows users to remap keys to 

their preferred positions, including changing from the standard Qwerty layout to other more 

ergonomic layouts such as Dvorak and Maltron layouts.  

Please comment on the effectiveness of this feature on any improvement on  keyboard 

ergonomics: 

  

 

 

Mechanical switches are simply better quality than cheaper rubber keyboards. There is 

consistency with every key stroke, and has increased depth and key travel. These switches 

may relieve pressure on fingers during typing.  

Please comment on the effectiveness of this feature on any improvement on  keyboard 

ergonomics: 
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This is a free space for you to make any additional comments about the ergonomics of this 

keyboard 
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It would be greatly appreciated if you could make a few comments that could help in the 

marketing of this product. Comments would be great. Recommendations would be fantastic! 

Please also state what name, and position or credentials we could use to attribute to these 

comments. You do not have to use your full name or the company at which you work. We 

would however ask you do provide your credentials or profession to add credibility to your 

comments. 

  

We will not publish any comments without your permission. By commenting below, we will 

assume it also means permission is granted.  

  

Preferred attributed Name: 

Preferred attributed Profession or Credentials: 

  

Attributed commentary: 

  

 

 

Zergotech 

admin@zergotech.com 
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